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The qualification committee of the Chamber of Advocates of the Republic of Armenia during its 8-th
session that took place on the 18.11.2016 summarized the results of the autumn’s 2016 written part of
the examination.

    In the qualification examination took part the students of the School of Advocates of the Republic of
Armenia of the autumn 2015 stream, as also the students of the 2016 spring stream who had studied by
a simplified program and had at least 5 years of advocate’s working experience.   

     Totally 72 students took part in the autumn 2016 qualification examination.
     14 students on giving the qualification examination failed.
     On the 18-th of November 2016 at 17.00, in the big hall of the Chamber of Advocates of
RA (Yerevan city, Zaqyan 2 street, 4-th floor) the sealed boxes are to be opened. After the
boxes are opened, it will become possible to ascertain the authors of the passwords.  

 Load  Decision number N 08-03-A from 18.11.2016 “About the summarization of the results
of the written part of the examination”

DEONTOLOGY MODULE

   Load the list of authors of the summarized passwords on deontology written tasks

 CRIMINAL MODULE
    Load the list of authors of the summarized passwords on the written task on appellate
claim compilation against an interim judicial act

  Load the list of authors of the summarized passwords on the written task on appelate claim
compilation against a judgment

  CIVIL MODULE

      Load the list of authors of the summarized passwords on the written task on claim
compilation

     Load the list of authors of the summarized passwords on the written task on appellate
claim compilation
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